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ozploratory study to be done durin5 the. summer months, with a

'View to deVelOping it into a more catel:!sive , Inrojeot

if results aY;i7)ar to TI:.; fru4w.ul. This statement Is eapandea

uDon on po4se 9 of the proponal wham it is stated: uIf called

for: an ar.mlicatoll for ea 4 extended study will be is

nnaer the 17.issic a)la Res/amyl Programs% can state:

t thin time that have liound rich T;onsibliities for very

rel-mrdirg research woric In this area that I have been able to

only utapu duzinc the uuome? moYlths4 I feel that years of

esearah could be done In the axzea of the role of the it

Ye;ro in the field!?. of seielace - with extremely fruitful results!

I plan to submit an applleation for this purpose under the Basic

and Applied 45g"c27"11 Pllo-i-rrvo of Ve'c Office of Eaucation2. -Ar uo

would point out that it has Leen somewhat frustratinG to

tu to 3ather a lot of tIlis mateviial during the sqmer moliths

when imortant loenvonnell key scientists: etc, art away an their

vac%ation and thorefore not avalla:ble to the researcher
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The Imiy objective of this pilot, study was to secure ancl

classify rosourco materials dealir ulth the cott;Abutions or

the Americ,nn rerlo the fields of science; and the role the

rev() has played in the eve?opt of scientific progress in

tne Utited States, Mese resource materiaTh: found in the body

of this report, are available herewith to all science teachers

anywhere in the United States and can be incorporated into
curriculum units in elementary and secondary schools,

A further objective of this study was to improve the Image

of the Eegro in the United States by showing his contributions

to the fields of Science thereby developing an increased aware.

ness of the role the Negro has played in expanding the scientific

resouroes of this country, This; in turn; achieves a better

understandins of the role of the Negro in our history and culture;

co important to intergroup harmony and to the production of

leaders capable of maintaining and securing those rights and

liberties which all Americans cherish.

More and more; science teaehers are asking for resource

material on the Year° In science. Such material; at present;

is either not %readily available or very difficult to locate, It

is hoped that the material in this report will begin to supply

this kind of resource material, Unfortunatelyt science texts

and other science books commonly used in our schools contain very

little Information dealing with the contributions of the American

Negro to the fields of science, While frequent references are

made to George Washington Carver and his work; the lack of refer.

ences to other Negro scientists would make it appear that they do

not exist! Important and significant contributions to science

rade by such outstay:ding Eezroes as Dendanin.Banneker; Dr. Charles
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P nr. Percy L. aul:.ah3 0 ,--.. , - Or 7nirAst E. just, ara a hest of

otclers are unfortunately unknown to the average science teacher

and therefore to the sciey.:ce stuaente

. I
In his book on the flegivo In the United States Dr. li'razier,

Proossor o± Sociology at Eowqrd University: makes the following

statement, nTbe pattern of race relations has tended in other ways

to distort the real si .ificance or the cortributians.of rezro

P 4 m
tee, orir ; Side VI t-Ct10 r.).pc".1 . 1-11 J For example, thero is little publicity

given to the achievements of Just the field of biology, and

Charles H. Turner, an outstandirg entomologist, while George W.

Carver bac been seized upon as a symbol of the intellectual

achievements of Uearoe5, Carver va;; connected with Tuskesee

Institute, which has reprwened in the public nInd the 'right'

type of education for ilegroes. In addition, Carver's physical

appearance together with the pUblicity 3oncerni2 s his great humility

made a special appeal to the prejudices of the whites. In fact,

ary Negro who hapDens to fit into the white man's conception of

the tearo or plays a desirable role In 'Interracial political may

be A, Gilt up into an intellectual Ekanten

?rOOP°11re° Vagc0Vrtetr16 '14.4 II

/113.1.vrv. Roceevnh A most prolific source of information..i.4,..74aortir.en

was the branch of the Lieu York Public Library located in the

Uarlem area of Dew York City and known as the Schomberg

Collection. This library specializes in resro affairs and

=loved to be invaluable in terms of typo and amount, of material.

The Moorland Collection at 'Toward University was also utilized

...... wr Mb SO e0 VII MS Oa GO SO w via 4171

I Frazier, E. Franklin: The reerro in the United States, rev. ed.,
nacraillan Company, rew York, 1959
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althovzh it did mt rove to be as fruitful as the Schotiberg

Collection Library. in flew York City, T12e Library of Congress

in Washir3ton, D. Cs was excellent in terms or manuscripts as

well as books and per on the subject. Several trips

were made to the Library of Consress and a special pass to

he stacks proved to be extremAy helpful irdeed, Also

utilized were the libraries at Mora= State College, Pace

College, Columbia University, and New York Universtty.

2X114annung"F=40211.
The National Archives In Washington, D, C. proved to

be very helpful ir,-securing original materials such as

lett v154----61cuments, etc. concerning Carver, Dr, Daniel N.

Williams, etc. In the Documents Section of the Library of

Congress, I cam across a handwritten letter from Thomas

Jeffers= to Benjamin Bannekero

I spent several tours interviewi21g the widow of the

late Dr, Charles a. Drew, of blood bark fame, I discovered

that she lived in Washington, D, C. and vas able to arrange

to intervitm her. She vas extremely helpful in filling it

and In correcting facts concerning Dr, Dreals life and work.

I was also able to in a close friend of Dr, Drew

Hiss Gertrude P. MdBrown who has been associated with the

rational Association for the Study of Negro Life and History

for the past thirty years and uho uns able to tell me a good

deal of Dr. Drew and his family.

uas also able to make personal contact utth Dr, Percy

I,. Julians the outstanding organic chemist MO is presently

heading his own laboratories in Chicago in medical research.

At Eoward University and at :loraan State College,
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lithlver, I as unallo to contact, such scientir..ts as Dr. Cobb,

Dr, 331'ancor, t.ald mally others tAom I had nlanned to Interview.

They uera all auay for the mummer and wee not expected back

until the tmening of school ir September.

Tbro.uah di).1aent research, and come luck, r was able to

locate the granddauelter of Lewis Latimer, the scientist who

worked with Thomas in the field of aectricity. Her

name is Hiss Winifred Forman and. she has a good deal of materiaa

about Latimir in.the form of lettera, pictures, etc., but for

some reason is reluctant to allow other people to see this

material. She had promised to donate it to the Schomberg Collection

Library but has not done so to date,

3. *WM or.aularltimal

Contact was madex by toleplione ana in person, with the

followinz !cogr organizations:

Dational Association for the Advancement of Colored People
20 West 40 Street; Ecil York, V. Y.

Congresm of Racial Equality, 38 Parlt otr, reW York, V. v.

Vational Urban Leaaue, 14 East 48 Streots Dew York, 1%

Me American Society of African Culture, 15 Bast 40 Strout,
Vow York, U. Y.

Assoclatian for the Study or nevo Life and History,
1538 Finth Stmat, F.W., Washington, D. C.

Unfortunately0 little if any information war forthcoming

from theme sources concerning the role of the American ilegro in

the fields vt cloiame, zach organisation expressed are at

interest In what I wns Gooier and asl:ed to be Informed of the

resultm of my research, but ro real help was available from any

of them. Some even expressed mild surprise that T should seek

such inforzetion from them.
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The mln bo:ly of this rallal Report will be devoted to

thkl, inIorporation of the resource material gathered by this

recearcher. This material willbo classified into these

four sections: I Inventors
II. Biolotsists

III. Chemists
IV. Phystotans

The names of .7.!velro scientists in each of these four sections

or categories are representative and therafore by no means are

they meant to b e e Nbausttve or all inclusive. As has been

praviouply stated, this is only a plot or exploratory study

Glad further re:3°2ra should reveal many, ninny more ramen to be

added to the and other science categories.

I4$

in the early 1900's, a leading newspaper in Richmond, Va.

made the statement that of the MINT thousands of patents

annually granted by our aoverament to the inventors of our

country, 2:lot nigle patent had ever been granted to a colored

meau
2

Yet, at that moment, there was in the Library of Congress

a book of nearly 500 pages containing a list of nearly 400 patents

representing the ,tnventions of colored people.

In 1913, berry B, ltier 3 an assistant Examiner in the

United States 7?atent Office, became interested in finding out

how nay patents had been awarded to Negro inventors. The

Patent Office addreEmed a circular letter to over eight thousand

patent attorneys throughout the country, popular newspapers,

............ 4OMMAIWOUMM

2. Baker, Henry B., The Colored Inventor w A Record of Fifty
Years, The Crisis Publichins Company, 193



conspicuous citizens of both races, and owners of large mann»

facturing industries where skilled mechanics of both races were.

employed. As a result of this survey, eight hundred (800)

verified patents to Uegro inventors were discovered including

ouch fields as mechanics: chemical compounds, surgical instrumento,

electrical utilities, fine arts, agricultural implements, wood

and metal working machines, sevonautics, and mechanical toys.

By 1940, an investigation identified at gegroes more than

1500 inventors. The exact number was not known since many rear°

inventors a:1.a not want to disclose their race for fear it might

interfere with the success of their undertaking.

Often what the Yegro actually developed was exploited by

the white man who employed him. This situation has given support

to the contentions that Eli Whitney's Ideas for the construction

or the cotton gin were taken over front Degrees with whom he came

into contact in the smith,3 Many speak of the aid that MoCormlok

6t from his black coftworker in making the reaper,

Of course it vhould be recalled that in the time of slavery,

a slave could not legally seoure a patent on his invention. An

interesting case arose, in this connection, when a Dear° slave

. in Mississippi in 185? perrected valuable invention which his

master sought to have protected by a patent since a slave could

not take a patent out for his own invention. By lay :, e. patent

is a contract between the government and the inventor. The slave,

although the inventor, could rot under the law be a party to a
co0 0 w w« w 60 M

3. Negro Nistory Bulletin, vol. 3, to. 6, The American Vegro As
An Inventors, Narch 1940, Association for the Study of
17.egro Life and History, Washington, D. C.



coxitract.end thorefore could not secure the patent -himself.
Ills vaster applied for the patent but wan refused on the vound

that inaumuch as he eras not the Inventor and could rot be the

assiznee of a slave, he could not prorerly matte the required
oath. The master appealed to the Secretary of the Interior who,
in 18508 referred the caae to the Attorney General of the
United States. This latter official; Hon. Jeremiah S. intact
of Pennsylvanias confirmed the decision of the Commissioner or
Patents and. neither master nor slave 'Ems ever able to get a
patent for the slaves invention. 14.

A similar situation arose When Benjamin T. Tiontgomery, a

slave belonging to Jefferson Davis, invented a boat propeller
which Davis tried to patent. lie vas tumble' to do so. When

the Confederate States of America set up a new constitution in
1861, It wac specifically provided 'by lom that itt case a slave
invented an appliance the master, tapon oath, that he was the
owner of such slave, could have the* device patented.

Th. this Section. on ITegro Inventors, l shall provide

resource material for the follow:1.m:

Benjamin Banneker 1731 1806
Itorbert: flit .e 1806 1899
Elijah li.oCc4 1.81:4 1929
Lewis Latimer 18413 1928
Jan Matzo litter 1852 1389
Granville T. Woods 1856 .-0 1910
Garret A. Horgan an 1963

This case reported on page 17/ of volume 9 of "Opinions of
Attorneys-Cieneral: 'United States"
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It is somewhat difficult to claseify Banneker since apart

from being an Lnventor he was also an outstanding mathematician,

aetronomer and arohiteot ae well. He was born near Baltimore,

Maryland about 1731 and had the advantages of early literacy and

. family well above the subeisterce level of the seaboard frontier

of his times.

The women in Bannekeris lire seem to have been of unusual

stook. His mother was a free roman while his father was a slave.

His grandmother, an Englishwoman, married. aid emancipated one of

her slaves. This grandmother taught Banneker to read and paid

his tuition at schools a wivate cchool near Baltimore opan to

white and Negro children (an Integrated aehool at that time!).

At school, Banneker Goan distinguished himself in mathematics and

in astronomy. He.became extremely interested in mathematical

oalenlations relating to the star and the constellations. He

found mistakes in the calculations of same of the leading author*,

ities of that times aid predicted solar eclipses and other

heavenly phenomena based ';,:a hid of calculations. Thus, in

1789 Banneker accurately predicted a solar eclipse;

Because of his great interest in astronomy and mathematics,

Banneker prepared an almanac which included the time of eclipsesi

the hours of sunrise and sunset, a tide table for Chesapeake Bay,

festival days, holidays, etc. In his day, the almmac was the

most comprehensive form of scientific information even though

much of tG would not be considered scientific today. Banneker

even included a list of medicines to help ward off diseases.

In 1753, at the age of twenty two years, Banneker constructed

the first clock built in the United States that struck the hour.



lie built this clock patterned after a watch that was given to

him and built it entirely out of wood.,' carving each of the wood

gears by hand. The clock kept perfect time, striking every hour

for over tuenty years!

4anneker had an interesting relationship vith Thomas

Jefferson, then a member of Georae Washirrrtone s administration.

Jefferson had made the remarle: that no colored man could probably

be found who was capable of fakir. in and cornpreherling Euclid,

and that no colored man had made any contribution to the (Avila»

ization of the world through his art. Earneker exchanged many

letters with Jefferson on that subject and thereby strudk up a
warm acquaintance. When Banneker sent Jefferson a copy of his

Almanac, the latter was so impresacd that he sent copies of it

to Paris and other European cities where it was highly regarded.

' ere is a twelve pace letter from Banneker to Thomas Jefferson,

published In 1792, in which Banneker defends the mental Capacities

of the Dogrou

In 1789 Thomas Jefferson Procured Barnekerl s appointment

as a member of the enrsinecrind team of Vajor Pierre Charles

L1Enfant, authorized to lay out the site of the proposed capital

city -of Washington. The assignment was to define the boundaries

of the city of Washington and then desiGn and lay out its

streets. There were some misunderstandings about the assignment.

as a result of which the highly sensitive Najor LIEnfant resigned

his -position and returned to France takii all the plans for the

city of Washington with him. ,:ere, however, Bannekeres most

remarkable memory and mind came to the rescue! Having mean the

p/ans before they were so unceremoniously tahen off to Prance,



he was able to sit down and. draw them from memory, Xn this

s.y the work of layinrs out the city of dash .1 with all
of its major bundinss was coixoleted and is today a monument

to his geniace

Bann° Iter was deeply interested. in the plisht of teep.va

sit:ayes in hin day and prfaited a good deal of antislavery

It in significant that he saw the need fors and
proposed the establishment of a Department of Peace within

the Executive branch. of our governments with a Secreter,y of
Peace .in charge,

Bannelcer out his later years peacefully on his
farm where be was sought out by distinguished men of science
and art, Ile Icept a careful journals This jourrsal and copies
of his almanacs az to be found in the Maryland Historical
Society as well ao Ln the Library of Congresc.
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Or Earch 17, 18o6 a child vas born on a raw Orleans

raantntion. The ehildls notheruas a slave on the plantation

and his father was the master of the Dlantations a we

Frenchman and encilmer. That child, of course, was Torbert

21111eux.

His birth records now on file in the city of Ear: Orleans,

listl, "Torbert Ballieuxs quadroon.libres natural son of

Vincent Billie= and Constance Vivant, born Narch 170 1806.

Baptized in St. Louis Cathedral by Pere Antoine*"

It must be pointed out here that nillimes experience

vas very unlike that of other Uezroes of his time* He was

always in a well-to-do and cultural milieu because of his

father's position and wealth. When old enough to go to school,

Mille= as sett to Paris to be educated. Thissno doubt, was

dictated by the lack of opportunity fora proper education for

him in Few Orleans where edwational opportunities for Legroos

uas probably unknown. rorbert bcicane a brilliant student at

IseEcole Cent:: ale in Paris. He showed an extraordinary aptitude

for enzineering, and at the age of 24 he became an instructor

of Applied Nechanics at L'Ecole Centrale. In 1630 he published

a series of papers on steam engine work and steam economy that

created favorable attention In scientific circles all over

Europe.

It vas while nillieun was an instructor in Applied

Nechanics at L'Ecole Centrals in Paris that he inventea what

wab Imo= as the "Vacuum E7aporatins Pat". This invention

revolutionized the production of sugar and was soon In use

throughout the world!
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. Perhaps 1111Ileuxes interest in the sugar Wining process

stemmed from bis memory of seeing gangs of smating Uegro slaves

in Dear Orleans painfully pouring and ladling boiling sugar cane

juice from one steamirce, open IcettIe to another. Until .1846,

the transformation of sugar cane juice irto sugar was accomplw

lobed. by 4 nrimitive method called the "Jamaica Train", a slaw

and.costly'nrocess, Although an had finally learned to make

otter from the juice of sugar cane and later from beets, the

suit available was only In dark, crude form, sometimes so crude

as to look almost like molasses. What was needed was some way

to refine and granulate sugar so as to produce it with the same

sweetness but mithout the crude effects. *Rillieux set about

to accomplish this task.

Before nillieux, two other scientists -11oward and DeGrand

had duveloped vacuum pans aid condensing coils which imperfectly

utilized heat in evaporating the liquid portion of the suzar

cane juice. It remained for Rillieux0 1* a stroke of genius,

to enclose the condensing coils in a vacuum chamber and to

employ the vapor from this fire t condensing chamber for ()vapor«

ating the juice in a second chamber under higher vacuum. The

principles involved in this plan It ld the foundation for all

modern industrial evaporation, nillieuxls inventions are covered

by two patents from the United States Patent Office: one is

Patent number 3,237 and is dated August 26, 18t'3; and the other

im Patent number 4,879 and is dated December 10, 1846,

In the earlier patent, Bill .et describes his Invention,

in part, with the following words, The first improvement is In

the manner of connecting a steam-engine with the evaporating par.

or pans in such manner that the engire shall be operated by the



steam in it rascase to the evaporatin3 pan or pans, and the

flotl of steam be so regulated by a weighted or other valve as

to reach the said ran or -cans at the temperature required for

the process that is to say= where the saccharine juice

boiled - the steam at the same time having access to the pan

or evaporator without pasriii through the enine by the said

valve, which is weighted or other use reaulated to insure the

supply of steam to the said .pan or evaporator at the required

pressure."

After a full description, accompanied by complete and

elaborate diagrams, of his evaporating pars covered by the

later patent In 1846, Rillieux states at the end of his patent

description:

ullaving thus pointed out the principle or character of
my improvements ard the manner of constructing and*
apnlying the same, what T claim as my invention, and
desire to secure by .Letters Patent, is wo

1. The method of heating the saccharine juice in a
heater praparatory to its introduction in the evap-
orating pans, by means ot the waste hot water or
escape steam from the eraporating pamso

2. The method of claritring saccharine juice by heating
It in a heater provided with a spout for the discharge
or the impurities in the form of scum, and a pipe for
drawing off the clear ....

3. The method of cooling and partially evaporating
saccharine juice or other liquids by discharging the
same in the form of spray or drops in a chamber, where
it meets with a current of air; and this x also
claim in combination with a condenser whereby the

irtended to be conoentrated is prepared for the
evaporating an and used as a means of condensing the
vapor from the pans in which it is to be concentrated,
or by means of which the water used for the condensing
jet is recooled,

4. The method, substantially as described, of combining a
vacuum striUng pan with a series of evaporating pans,
the last of which Is independent of the striking pan,
and the last of the series of evaporatirg pans can be
in connection with the condenser and worR independently



of each others that either the striking pan or the
series of evaporating pens car be worked without
the other, as described.

Rillieuzle idea caught on in America and he was offered

the post of Chief Engineer in Edmund Perstaills Mew Orleans

sugar factoryo He accepted the position and returned to the

United States only to leave the, job after a short time because

of a disagreement.. 4e then install,ed the first working model

of his triple-effect evaporator on the plantation of Zenon

Ramon in Louisiana. Unfortunately there were mechanical diff-

iculties and the machine failed. It was not until several

years later that Rillieuz tried again. Anfther plantation

owner, Theordore Packwood, encouraged tillioux to design another

triple-effect evaporator. It took Eillieuz almost two years,

but in 1045 the machine was installed on Packwood's Myrtle

Grove Plantation and was a complete success!

This new apparatus revolutionized the manufacture and

refining of sugar. Soon other Louisiana factories installed

the system. A superior sugar product was secured at a greatly

reduced cost. Factories spraIng up all over Louisiana, Cuba,

and Ilexico, using the "Rillieuz Systere. Dr. Charles A. Browne,

sugar chemist in the United States Department of Agriculturer

said, "I have held that Rillieuxos invention is the greatest in
the history of American chomical engineering and I know of no

other invention that has brought so great a caving to all

branches of chemical engineering.°

Today the process of evaporation in multiple effects is

universally used throughout the sugar industry as well as in the

manufacture of condensed milk, soap, gelatin and glue, and in

the recovery of waste liquors in distilleries and paper

factories.
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The underlyins principle on which these evaporators

operate has not altered materially since nillieux first desig

ned his system.

Uhile Uulieux, through his taventions, beoame one of

the most important men in Louisiana, he could not take part

in its affairs unless he was invited. Although not a slave,

he was still of the colored racew fie acoepted this, with what

grace one can imagine, until he vas required by Louisiana to

carry a pass. This as too much for hire to endure and in 18511.

Billieux decided to leave Louisiana forever. Pe returned to

his beloved Franco and for ten years he contented himself with

work on deoinherins hieroglyphics, After than ,period, however,

he returned to engineering and invention once cores De applied

his evaporating pan process to sugar beets and patented a

process of heating juices with vapors in multiple effect which

Is still-used in beet.osu5ar factories. Production costs were

out in half.

On Oetober 9, 189J at the age of 89 years, Rillieux died

and, was burled in the Pere.oLaChalce cemetery in Parts. It was

riot until 1934 that at the insistence of European scientists,

a tablet was ei,ected in Louislana in his honor and dedicated by

corporations representing the sugar industry from all over the

world. The plaque in the Louisiana State Nuseurn in New Orleans

honors Rillieux as follows:

uTo Horn, AND connizonATs FORBURT RILLIEUX BORN AT'

NEW °MEALS NARCH 184 1806 AID DIED AT PARIS4 mums

OCTOBER 9, 1894. MEI:TOR OP mamas EVAPORATIOE

/LED ITS APPLICATIOV IVTO TUE SUOMI IMUSTRY, THIS

TABLET WAS DEDICATED III 1934 BY COMBAT/013 REITESEVN

Tns SUGAR IEDUSTRY ALL ma Tns WORLD,"
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The. express " Is the real Ho Coyl" has very much

become a 1.-11.N.rt of our everyday voce..bulary but how 1.7tany people

are aware or its orig5.n? Let us zo back to a day in 1844 in
Canada at which time and ylaoe Elijah TIcCoy was born.. NV
in Canada? Decause his parents were slaves from the South tiho
had emmpted into Canada through the nhderground Railroad" ....

so called because it was made up of a movement of abolitionists
and others who felt stronsly againzt slavery and. helped to

move escaped sle.ves from the South into Canada where they could

obtain their freedom and live as free men and women.

As a you.ng rnecb.anic woritiz in Ypsilanti, Mohican, Coy

became very interested in machinery and engines. At that time,
'all Linda of eragines e.nd machinery with raoving parts had to be
stopped periodically e.nd frequently for oiling or lubricatine
This, of coupse; war; a waste of both time ax id raoney. The

problem intrigued Tic Coy antic in his oxtudo mach:elle shop he tried

various devices that would lubricate machines as they worked.
July, 1872 he was able to patent his invention or an auto*

mastic lubricator a device that provideWor the continuous flow
of oil on the roars e.nd other moving parts of a machine in order
to keep it lubricated properly and (3011ft:callously and thereby
obviate the necessity of shutting eLown the machine periodically.

In describing another early patent5 dealing with automatic
lvfbrication, after descri.bing in detail the structure and parts
of his lubricator, he states in the patent description, "When

WI 116111 OM ..... rw OM WI OM WI b.11

5. Patent number 1399407 dated !lay 27, 1373, "Improvemeni in
Lubricators', U. So Patent Office



steam lu on it presses the valve b closely against the regulator

1), closing the aperture a in the same, ard prevents the escape

of oil, When steam is exhausted the valve b dropito the bridge

O4 and allows oil to escape through the tube C to the steam

chest, because neither the valve nor the bridge fill the tube

completely, except then the valve is pressed against the reguldp

ator D or by the steam. This lubricator oils chiefly when steam

Is exhausted, which is the time when oil Is most needed; but if

it is desired to provide for oil when the engine is working, it

can readily be accomplished by simply making a channel or groove

it the valve."

NoCoy went on to work in the field of automatic lubrication

and held nearly forty (0) patents in this field by 1912 when

the last of his patents was granted to him in duly, 1912. Small

wonder, then, that he is so often referred to as the "Father of

Lubrication". His patents related particularly to the scheme of

lubricating machinery. Ee was a pioneer in the art of steadily

supplying oil to machinery in Intermittent drops from a cup, so

as to avoid the necessity of stopping the machine to oil it.

His lubricating cup was In use for years on stationary and

locomotive machinery in the West, including some great railway

locomotivv.174 the boiler engines of the steamers on the Great

Lakes, or transatlantic steamships, and in any leading factories.

Such extensive use was made of his inventions that after a

while no piece of heavy duty machinery was.considered complete

unless it had the "VcCoy system". .People inspecting a new

piece of would make sure that it tad automatic lUbriu.

cation Wanking, no it the real.McCoy?" Today, "Itla the real

UcCoy" is used to indicate perfection.
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A Tibor° slave escaped from Virginia and fled to Boston,

Kassachusetts, !Jot an urunual occurenee in those days. In

October, 1842, however, his owner . a James B. Gray -.came to

Boston and claimed. as his slave the Lear° George 3. timer.

This was several years after Latimer had settled down and

lived in Boston, The Latimer case became the first or several

famous Boston fugitive 'slave cases, Abolitionists such as
tii3.11am Lloyd Garrison and. Frederick Douglass took u;p Latimer's

case so that a month later sufficient funds were raised (four

hundred dollars) to purchase Lati6er's freedom, Shortly

thereafter Nassaohusotts passed a Personal Liberty Law forbid»,

ding state officers from participating in the hunting for

fugutive slaves, Such was the storai. of George Latimer, the

father! of our scientist, Lewis Howard Latimer,

Lewis Latimer was born at Chelsea, Mssaohusetts on the

4th day of September, 1848 - six years after his father had

secured bis freedom from slavery, At the age of ten, after a

series of reverses which included desertion of the family by

the father, Lewis bad to forget about schooling and go to work

to support himself and hap support the family of four children.

At the ase of sixteen, he enlisted in the United States

Eaval service, cervix g as a "landsmanuon the U. S. 5, Sassasoit

from which he was honors:Dly discharged in 180, At that time

hs returned to Boston and vocured employment as an office boy

in the office or Nescrs, Crosby and.Gould, patent solicitors,

.It was in this office that Latimer became Interested in drafting.

With a sccond-hard set of drafting tools, some library *Smoke



on the subject, and the aid of same kind draftsman, Latimer

gradually learned enough about drafting to be given a position

as drafteman with the same office. Re perfected himself to

such a degree as to become their chief draftsman, remaining with

the firm for about eleven years.

The office there Latimer was employed wars located near a

school where Alexander Graham Bell taught deaf and dumb persons.

In the course of trying to invent a machine that would enable

deaf people to hear, Bell invented the telephOne. It was Lewis

Latimer who executed the drawings and assisted in preparing the

applications for the telephone 'patents of Alexander Graham Bell.

In 1830 Latimer entered the employ of niram S. Naxim of
the United States Electric Lighting Company, then located at

Bridgeport, Connecticut* It.was while in this employ that air.

Latimer successfully produced a method for making carbon Maw

ments for the Vaxim electric iroandescent lamp, which he

patented. On September 13, 1831 Latimer and one Joseph V.

Vichola of Brooklyn, Lew York were given a patent (Patent number

247,097) for "certain new and useful improvements in incendes.

cent electric lamps** In the description supplied by the authors

of this pittent, it states, "Our invention relates to electric

lamps in which the light is produced by the Sncandesoenoe of a

oontinuous strip of carbon secured to metallic wires and

inclosed.in a hermetically sealed and thoroughly exhausted

transparent receiver; and it relates more especially to the

method of mounting the carbons or connecting them with the wires**

Mc keen perception of the possibilities of the electric

light mad kindred industries resulted in his being the author

of several other inventions. Among these were a "Globe Supporter
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for Electric Lamps" (inverted to3ether with Tregoninz and

7)atertod on rarah 21: 1082): "Nannfacturing Carbons"

(April 17: 1082) 1 "Apparatus for Ceolin and Disinfecting"

(January 12: 1006), and "Lock ins Racks for Rats: Coats and

Umbrellas" (V4arch 24, 1896)*

Latimer assisted in Installing and plac1n3 1i operation

some of the first "Vaxim" incandescent electric light plants

in rew York City, Philadelphla and Canada for the United States

Electrio Li ht Company, and supervised the production of the

carbon filaments employed therein. Some of the large buildings

electrified by Latimer were the Equitable Building, Fiske and

Hatch, and the Union League Club of rew York City, as well as

the offices of the Philadelphia Ledger in Philadelphla. In

the autumn of 1881, Latimer was sent to London, England to

establish an incandescent lamp department for the Laxim-Weston

Electric Light Comrany. In 1882..3 he was employed* by the.

Olmstead Bleotrie Lighting Company of Broolayn, rew York and

Mum by the Acme Electric tight Company of Uew'York City.

In 084 he became associated with the Engineering Depart-

ment of the Edison Electric Light Company at.65 Fifth Avenue,

row York City. In 1890 he was transferred to the Legal Depart.»

ment where he remained until the formation of the Board of

Patent Control in 1096 by the General Electric and Hz Westing..

house Companies: becoming its chief draftsman, a position he

held until thz, abolition of this Board in 1911, when he became

=Iodated with Edwin W. Hammer: Patent Solicitor and

EnBilmer of Ilew York Cityv and later with the firm of Hammer

and Schwarz.
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In 1090 Latimer wrote the standard book on electric

113hting uherein he describes the way in which light is

Obtained by heating an electric wire to incandescence. After

desoribin3 the electric lamp itself, he gives the following

Interesting account of the principles involved:

°If the electric eurrent can be forced through a substance
that is .a poor conductor, it will create a degree of, heat
in that substanee wblch will be greater or less according
to the quality of electricity through it. Upon this
prinaIple of the heatirg effect of the electric current,Is based the operation of the incandescent lamp just des-cribed, While the copper and platinum wires readily con-duet the current, the carbon filament offers a great deal
of resistance to its passage and for this reason becomes
very hot, in fact is raised to white heat or incandescence,
which gives its tame to the lamp. You doubtless wonderwhy this thread of charcoal is not immediately consumed,When in this state, but this is readily accounted for whenyou remember that without the oxygen of the air, there canbe no combustion, and that every possible trace of air hasliter removed from the bulb and it is so thoroughly sealedup as to prevent the admission of the air about it; and
yet the lamp does not last forever, for the reason thatthe action of the current upon the carbon has a tendencyto divide up its particles and transfer them from one file"-mtnt to another so that, sooner or later, the filament
gives way at some point. Yet most of those lamps are
guaranteed to last 1000 hours and this at from four to sixhours a day gives the lamp a life of several motthosu

Latimer was always a valued aid to Thomas Edison. Edison

was repeatedly Involved in lawsuits which he had to institute

against the companies who Wringed upon his patents. In all

these suits, some of which involved millions of dollars, Latimer
as the original draftsman was Edison's star witness, and the

sults were often decided by his testimony.

Latimerls activities were brought to an unfortunate conclus's

ion in the early part of 1924 by' illness that finally caused his
death in 1928.

M. op Mr tie Mlb fee 4140umINV dor

6. Latimer, Lewis 11., Incandescent Electric Lighting. A PracticalDescription of the Edison System. raw York: D. Van rostrardCompany, 1090.



The Edison Pioneers is an organization made up of those

scientists who at work.ed with Thomas Edison in his

pioneerirg work'in the field of electricity. Upon Latimer's

death in 1928, the Edison Pioneers, of which Latimer was a

member and the only re5ro -member, paid tribute to him /11011013,e

Amor3 the thou] is contained in the tribute were the following:

°We hardly mourn his inevitable eoing so much as we
rejoice in pleasant memory at having been associated
with him in a great work for all peoples under a
great man.

He was of the colored race, the only one in our
organization, and was one of those to .respond to the
initial call that led to the formation of the Edison
Pioneers, January 24, 1918, Broadmindedness,
versatility in the accomplishment of things intellectual
and cultural, a linguist, a devoted husband and father,
all were characteristic of him, and his genial preseree
will be missed from our gatherings,

r. Latimer was a full member= ard an esteemed ones of
the

Edison Pioneers "

On November 9, 1929 an article in a Um York newspaper -

The rew York Age w stated, 'One of the interesting features in

connection with the recent 'Lightte Golden Jubilee', celebrating

the 50th anniversary of Thomas A. Edison's invention of the

electric light, was the presence of two daughters of the late

Lewis Howard Latlmore, the only colored medber of the Edison

Pioneers, the group of workers who were associated with Edison

in the development of his electrical inventionsen

In 1954, however, when the 75th anniversary of Edison's

invention was being oelebrated, pja mention was made in the

course of the celebrations of the role played by Lewis Latimer.

His two daughters were vests of honor at the 50th anniversary

celebration of the eleetrie light held at that time. What

happened by 1954 - the 75th anniversary? Has the only Etaro
member of Edison Pioneers been already forgotten??
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This researcher. was fortunate in being able to locate

Lewis Latimerls granddaughter and Spent some tire with her

ir °hooking ovew, many of the faots uncovered concerning

Latimer's baelutround in the field of electricity. Since she

lives in Lew York City (935 St. richolas Avenue) as does the

researcher, malcinls contact we quite simple. Tier full name

is Hiss Winifred Latimer Eormam and she is a social worker.

She Informed the molter that the slew York City Board of

Education has just finished the construction of Public School

56 Brooklyn whieh will be named in honor of her vandfather,

Lewis floward Latimer. In fact: the writer was invited to

attend the ceremony at which the naming will be made official.

Miss Korman has a wealth of material, in the form of

letters, pictures, nanuscripts, etc., dealing with the life

and work of Lewis Latimer. Unfortunately, however, she has

not as yet decided to make it available to the general public

or to the writer. She had promised, some tine agog to donate

It to the Schombers Collection, a branch of the Kew York Public

Library speoialiang in regro affairs. To date, he ?ever, this

has rot been done. The writer is still in tomb with TM os

:orman and hopes to have some 01 the material made available

to him for the purposes of this research.

,0,..
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The United Shoe nachinery Company Is one of the larsest

ard richest cornoration of its kind tn the vorldi It employs

more than four thousad persons and its factories cover 21

acres of lard, Its working capital runs into the millions.-

It is diVicult to realize that all this wealth and all this

know-how ta the shoe industry stems from the remarkable work

of the iii. entor, Jan Earnst Natzeligert who himself died.at

an early age and in poverty0

Just as Elias Howe as to the sewing machine, so was

Jan Natzeliger to the shoed4lasting machine. How did it all

begin?

Bo a, ixiEtraMberlot Dutch Guiana on September 15, 1852,

Jan tlatzeliLwiwas put to work by his father, at the terrier

age of tent in the government machine works where he served

as an apprentice, Ile appavintly learned Ills trade well. Wen

he came of age, he married a native girl and emigrated to the

United States to make his fortune. He came to, and settled in

Lynn, Nassachnsetts in 1878 where he worked in the factory of

the Ilarn*Brotherst a shoe manufacturing concern, While

there were severer l machines in use in the shoe making industry,

there was no machine for connecting the "uppers* to the soles

of the shoez. This had to be done by hand., and it was generally

felt that no machine could ever be devised to do this task.

This was a challerme to Natzeligero Ile strongly felt that he

could make a machine that would nlast° shoes, lien jeered at

him for his ideas and my a joke was turned at his expense.

This dld not bother Hatzeliger. He rented a cheap room

over the old West Ilynn Hission and there he experimented at
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night attor putting in lo and exhausting hours at his
regular job. The lack of nroper h.eating re.oilities did riot
improve his health any and in all probability contributed a
good deal to his contracting tuberculosis which proved to be
fatal. He utilized pieces of wood, old cigar boxes and other
scrap materials, and be improvised tools, lie used an old
forge to mold the gears and cams that went into his Izorking
models*

After six months, he had a crude model which worked.

lie was offered fifty dollars for the model but refused. Four

years went by, with constant experimentation and not a little
discouragement, before Natzeliger succeeded in making a model
machine which was capable of pleating the leather around. the
toe and heel of a shoe, This was in September, 1880. Ile was

offered fifteen hundred dollars 0/1500) for this model but
amain refused.

Although very poor and ill in health, atzeliger began
on a third machine which he completed and. patented. on !larch 20,
1883. He was not completely satisfied with his machine and
continued to work to perfect it. Thus, he completed a fourth
machine which held the last in position and moved it forward.,
while other parts punched the leather and drew it over the last,
fitted the leather at toe and heel, fed nails into position so
that the operator could drive them, and did. all this so smoothly
that a shoe could. be completed in the space of one minute!

Catzeligerts final product does so many operations with
the one machine that it revolutionized the entire shoe industry.
Lynn, iascachusetts became the world's largest shoe manufactur.
in center.



To.give the reader some idea of what the machine actually
does, it would be well to quote liatzeligerl s own words in the

description of his patent:
"My invention relates to the lasting of boots and shoes.
The object of it is to perform by machinery and in a
more expeditious and economical manner the operations
which have heretofore 'been performed by hand.

Heretofore devices have been contrived for performing atart of the operation, such as holding the last in
proper position and drawing the leather over the last,
while the nailing was done by hand. In my machine, I
perform all the operations by the machine, and automates
ically, requiring only the service of a boy or girl or
other unskilled labor to attend the machine,

My invention includes the mechanism for holding the last
in place and allowing it to'be turned and the last fed
forward in proper position for the operation of the machines
It Includes a feeding device for moving the last step by
step at a proper distance, whereby the mechanism for drawin over the leather ray operate successively and atproper intervals. It includes pinchers or gripping
mechanism for drawing the upper over the last, mechanism
for turning the gripping mechanism in order to plait theleather at the heel or toe, mechanism for holdinz the last
in proper position for the operation of the feeding =Mans*
ism, Mechanism for feeding the nails and holding them in
proper position to be driven, and mechanism for driving thenails at the proper instant. The details of construction
are all fully set forth hereinafter, and, together with theprinciples of my invention, are stated in the claims. n

Natzellger attempted to capitalize his invention by
oreeenizing a stock company to market his invention and he began
to try to sell stock in his company. However his plans were
frustrated through lack of business experience as well as through
failing health. The strain of ovemork and the frustration of
poverty proved to be too much for 1::atzeligerts health, lie

developed tuberculosis and died on August 24, 1369 at the age
of thirty seven. Hatzeligeros patents were purchased by a
Sidney Winslow who in turn bought up forty small ecteponies to
orcsanime the present United Shoe Machinery Company, one of the



le.rel'est and richest corporations in the world. The company

hover cells the shoe machine 'but it may be leased for ninet,y
nine years - mueh as machines are handled today. It
is -interesting to note that one of the original sto.otholders
Dave Iiarvard University five million dollars to establish an
Enzineering School.

ironically, the on1Sr recognition that the shoe industry
has riven this Ilegro inventor is to nickname his revolutionary
invention the 'Timer Read" machine.

Some years before his death, tlatzeliger became a member
of a Illate church in Lynn called the Lortb. Congregational
Society. lie bequeathed some of the stock of the company that
he organized to this church. rears later, this church became
heavily involved in debt and remembering the stock that had
been left to it by this colored member found, upon inquiry,
that it had become very valuable through the importance of the
patent under the management of the large company then control
ling it. The church sold the stook and realized from its sale
more than enough to pay off the entire debt of the church
which amounted to 010,060. With the cancelled mortage ao one
incentive, this church held a special service of thrist,:i3, one
Sunday morning, on Vetch oeoasion a lifewisized porgy fait of their
benefactor looked down from the platform on the immense congre
gation below, while a your;; white lady, a member of the church,
read a eulogy of the deceased and the pastor, Reverend A. J.
Covell, pm-mill:ad an eloquent sermon, the text found in Romans
13:G iw "Otte no sp..arq. man anything but to love one another."
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What makes a person an "educated man3? Is it formal
schooling or can it also be the "school of hard knocks"?
Certainly Granville Woods tea an "educated" man even though
he never had the 'opportunity to comp. lete even a grammar

,

school formal education. Like Lewis Latimer, at the ago of
ten Woods had to go to work tlhere he learned his skills on
the job. flow much greater would his contributions have been
had he had the opportunity for college and. higher training?

Granville Woods is called the "Black Edison" because of
his persistent and successful investigations into the mystery
of electricity. Amore', his inventions may be found valuable
improvements in televaphy, important telephone instruments,
a system for telegraphing from moving trains, an electric rail.-
way, a phonograph, and an autormtio cutoff for an electric
circuit. One of his telephone inventions tle.s sold to the
Amerioan Boll Telephone Company who in said to have paid fir.
Woods handsomely for his patent.

Woods had over 'sixty patents, mostly on electrical cube .

beets. Several patents tore assigned by Woods to the General
Electric Company of rew York and to the Westinghouse Air Brake
Company. In his early thirties, Woods became interested in
thermal power and steamdriven engines. in 1839 ho seotwed
his first patent on an improved steamboiler furnace. Then
he invented an electric inoutetor in 1900. After that he
patente0. a series of advances in the development of air brakes.

Ilis interest then went on to railuays and he invented
fifteen appliances for electric railways; the greatest of these
being a telegraph system that enabled moving trains to



communioate with each other. Woods went onto organize the

Voods Electrical Comally In later years, he sold a number

of his inventions to several of the country's lamest oorporm

ations as mentioned previously.

In a description of his apparatus for transmission of

massages by electricity (Patent number 315,368 . April 7, 1885),

Woods puts it in this way:

"In the ordinary mode of sending telegraphic messages
the operator uses a "fingermkey" whose duties are to
irrefsularly make and break the oircuit or to vary the
tension of the eleotric current traversing the 'line
wire's the 'key' being operated by the varying pressure
of the operator's fingers This key as ordinarily con
atruoted cannot be operated in any other way or for any
other purpose than just mentioned. The message thus
transmitted Is received by an instrument 'known as a
'receiver' or 'sounder's which causes audible atmov
pherio vibrations in response to the pulsations of the
electric current traversing the linemwiree

It is well known that both the sender. and the recipient
of messages thus transmitted muut be skilled operators.
It is also well known that such sounder as usually con
structed will not respond to very weak electric currents,
such as are used in telephony. My system (called by me
1Tolearaphony') entirely overcomes the fallings of the
ordinary key and sounder and has a wide range of useful.
nese, it being capable of use by inexperienced persons,
for it, for example, the operator cannot read or write
the Eorse eignalos be has only (by means of a suitable
switch) to 'out' the battery out of the mainline circuit
and out it into a lobal circuit and then speak near the
key. This having been done, the sounder at the receiving
station vall cause the air to vibrate in unison with the
electric pulsations that traverse the linemwire. The
person at the receivingmstation will thus receive the
meseage as articulate speech. u
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How many veterans of World. War I and succeeding vare

owe their lives to Garret V.organ? When rave after wave of

chlorine 5as and other poison gases would come over from the

enemy side, out would come the gas masks, invented by Homan,

that would save their lives4

Horgan was born in Parisi Kentucky on Parch Z i3 7$

Vot much is known of his early life, It was known that he

was working Oil a "gas inhalator" or as mask as we know

today, lie tried to interest some Ohio industrialists in his
invention without any positive results.

tiorganes big opportunity came on July 25, 1916 when an

explosion in a tunnel almost 300 feet below Lake Erie trapped
twenty men working there. it was impossible for anyone to go
into the tunnel to search for survivors becauso the tunr.el was

filled with gases, smoke, dust and debris, It was then that
someone romembered about t:Organe s invention and. Norgan

summoned, Ile arrived quickly together with his brother and two
gas inhalators or gas masks, While crowds waited patiently at
the entrance to the tweniel, the two brothers donned the gas

masks and desoended into the smoke filled tunnel. After tatat
seemed like an eternity, oraan came out earryiri..5 a survivor.

Ile then re-entered the tur.nel many times until he had saved
over a more of workmen.

Horgan was awarded a sold medal by Cleveland for his
heroisra in the tunnel explosion, but more important he proved
the worth of his invention , the as mask. fits mask tlas also
used to combat poison sae attacks during World War I and



in succeeaing wars. Ueedless to say, it also has many

peacetime uses. Today special gas mans are made to protect

avinst special pascal gaaes. Vor.examples the ordinary gas

mask does not protect aaminst cyanide gas and special. ores

have to he built to protect against this gao. In fumigating

buildin3s with cyanide gas, Public. Ilealth offloials wear this

special gas mask and make careful notations of bow many hours

the mask was used. This Is to make sure that the material in

the gas news% is not used up and therefore inactive.

In 17214. Norzar6 also invented the first electric stop

lisht signal that has also been so instrumental in saving

lives on the roads2 highways a-AA railways. Ile sold the rights

to this invention to a large corporation for the cum of

forty thousand dollars.

Morgan diea on August 270 1963 at the age of 86.
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The name of Niriam Benjamin is mentioned here, not

because of the importanen of her invention but because she

was the only colored woraan to receive a patent for an

invention9

On July 171 1830 (Patent number 3361286) Uss Benjamin

received a patent for her invention w a on anal. The

principle of her invention has been adopted by the United

States house of Representatives in signalling for the pages

to attend upon members who want them for errands. Formerly

the pages were signalled by members clapping their hands.

The noise incident to this method, was frequently a great dia.*

turbance of the House proceedings.

The new system that was adopted involved merely the

preening of a button on the member's chair which in turn

rang a small gong while displaying a signal on the back of

the member's chair.



In this section will be described the role and oontri-

butions of the following rev° scientists` to the field of

Biology:
Charles II. Turner

Uilliam A. Hinton

Ernest E.' Just

Charles Buggs

1867 1.923

1883 1959

1u84 - 1940

1906 eta

It should. be pointed out that the job of classifying the

work of a scientist into one of the specific areas of science

is not an easy one today. Science has become too interrelated

and fortunately so. Thus, while Hinton's work was in the area

of bacteriology, a branch of biology, his main contribution

was in the field of medicine where he devised a sensitive test

for the presence of syphilis. Much of the modern work in

biology is indistinguishable from work in chemistry. In fact,

a very close relationship has developed between chemistry and

physics with the modern atomic theory uniting the two.

It is In this perspective, therefore, that these categories

of science are stipulated with caution" and solely for the

purpose of trying to fit the work of these men into the appropm

riate areas and sections of science curricula and courses of

study.
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Charles Turner ray be said to be typical of many Deism
scientists whose outstanding work and contributions in the
field of science has had so little recognition.

Tarter was one of the most productive students in the
field of animal behavior that this country has ever produced.
lie Iss a pioneer in the systematic observations on the life
habits and social organizations of smaller insects and

animals, especially bees and ants. Ills fundamental observato
ions in this field laid the groundwork which eventuated in
the establishment or the school of behavioristic psychology.

iie received the degree of PhD from the University of
Chica,To in 1907 where he specialized in entomology and insect
behavior. F370171. 1892 to 1923 he published no less than forty
nine (49) papers on the invertebrates. In spite of all these
accomplishments, Turner never received the recognition he so
richly deserved, and for most of his life he taught biology
at the Sumter Ilizh School in St. Louis.



Dr. Hinton was one of the finest research men in the

field of base eriolosy and it in the country. An

outstanding and brilliant studert at Harvard Nedical School,

he vaduated in 1912 and became a member of the faculty of

Harvard University soon after his graduation. Ile remained

a member of the raoulty for thirty five (35) years.

He was also associated with the State Department of

Health of Boston, Nitssachusetts in the area of public health.

One of his outstanding contributions Is the clinical test

that he devised for the detection of the presence of syphilis.

The tests which Goes by his name w the DInton Test .0 is one

of the most sensitive tests that Is used in the clinical

laboratory to test for the presence of syphilis. It is more

sensitive than the routinely used Wasserman or =In tees*

4
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Dr, Just was one of Americaos most distinguished

biologists. Born in Charleston, South Carolina in 1884,

he attended the Industrial School of Orangeburg (now the

South Carolina State College), the Kimball Academy in Eau

Hampshire, and Dartmouth College where he graduated with

the A.B. degree in 1907, the only magna cum laude of his

class. Besides being elected to the Phi Beta Eappa honor,

ary society at Dartmouth College, he received special

honors in zoology and history.

Be did his graduate work at the University of Chicago

where he was awarded the PhD degree in 1916 In the field of

Experimental Zoology. He continued his graduate studies at

the Milne Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole, Kassachusetts

where he did come outstanding work for the Government. His

first work there, in 1909, was in the field of Harine InVor

tebrates and later on he went into the field of EMbryology.

From 1911 to 1912 he was reeearchAssistant in the

study of the fertilization and breeding habits In Nereis and

the sea urehta Arbacia. Narine eggs then became the center

of his research. His first research paper (In 1912) was on

the development of the eggs of the annelid rerels. This was

followed by about fifty (s0) research papers in the next

twenty five years on fertilization and experimental partheno..

geresis in marine eggs. Ills work by that time teas supported

in part by such organizations as the Julius Rosenwald Found,*

atIon and the Carnegie Cornoration.
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In 1915, at the afje of 3t, Just was the first winner

of the Spingarn Nedal. This is a Vtdal awarded by the

rational Association for the Advancement of Colored People

to the an or woman of African descent who shall have made

the hiashest achievement durina the precedins year or years

in any honorable field of human endeavor.

In 19,39, Just publidhed two books. One is titled,

"Basic Nethods for Ezperiments in Eggs of Marine Animals".

The other is "The Biology of the Cell Surface". This latter

book represented the results of a lifetime on research by

Just. It was an attack on the traditional Weissman Horgan

biology and gene theory striUingly similar to, but developed

independently of the work of Soviet scientists Nichurin and

Lysenko. Just insisted on the interdependence and interaction

of cytoplasm and'nuclear constituents of the cell, and

emphasized the sisnificance of environment.

Just carried on his studies and research at the Kaiser

Wilhelm Institut fur Biologie in Berlta in the 1930° s, as

well o4 at the Sox,bonne in Paris and the Zoological Statioll
in raples, Italy. He was honored and respected at these

European research laboratories for his soientifie scholarship.

From 1907 to his death in 1940, Just was on the faculty

of Howard University. De was Professor of Zoology at Howard

thliveraity and Professor of Physiology at Howard Medical Collage.

His professional activities included the vice- presidency of the

Amerlamn Soolety of Zoologists, and associate editorship of the

Dialogical, Bulletin, the Journal of Morphology, and Physiological

Zoology.
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CHARLES WESLEY BUGGS

2.0.

Dr, Buggs made his greatest contribution ix the field

of research on the treatment of wound infections and burns.

In this connection he is the key figure in this research area

at Wayne University.

Born in 1906 in Brunswick, Georgia and raised there;

Du ;;s went to Marabous College where he received his bachelor's

degree in 1928, He then attended the University of Minnesota

where he earned the Haster's degree in 1931. It was at the

University of Chicago where, in 1934, he was awarded the PhD

degree.

He taught at the Dillard University and went on to

become Professor and Chairman of the XT tut Science Depart

ment there. It vac there also that he wrote a book, "Lecture

Outlines and Syllabus on the Principles of Animal Biology".

In 1943 he went to the Wayne University where he was the first

Megro to hold a full time position on its faculty.

Ilia principal work was in the area of the treatment of

wound infections and burns. In this connection he carried on

a ntmber of studies as indicated by the following publications:

1. Properties of Homogenized Herpes Virus, Journal of
In 'Xmases, 58:Januarp.Pdbruary 1936; p984.104

2, Ezperimental Investigations in Hemorrhagic encephalitis,
Journal of Infectious Diseases, 62: Hay.June 1938; p. 293

3. The In Vitro Action of Streptomycin on Bacteria, Journal
of the American Medical Association, 130: p,644.67

4, The Presence in :Normal Serum of Inhibiting Substances
Against Bacillus Subtilise Science 103: 3634.4,
Narch 22, 1946

5. Absorption, Distribution aced Excretion of Streptomycin in Nan,
Jour. of Clinical Investigations, 25:94402; Jan. 1946
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This section utll be devoted to the contributions

made by regro scientists in the field of Chemistry. Again

it should be noted that this type of classification almost

becomes arbitrary because the fields overlap to the extent

that they do. Carver's work, for example, while mostly In

the area of chemistry the is often referred to as an

agricultural chemist) certainly leans very heavily toward

the area of Biology and he could certainly be included in

the field of Biology when many of his works are considered.

Mich of Julian's work, while principally in the field of

Chemistry, affects large areas in what we could easily term

the field of Biology and Nedleine.

The following Eegro chemists will be reported on in

this section:

George Washington Carver 1860m1943

Bruce If, Green 18784937

Lloyd A. Nail 1894m

Robert P. Barnes 1898m

Percy L. Julian 1898m

One should rote that most of the regro scientists conm

tamed in this report are from the 185005 and later. This

is no accident, it one recalls that prior to that time either

Vegroes were slaves with no opportunities, or free men with

very little opportunities (unlike Rillieux) until after the

Civil War.
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GEORGE wAsig.ivizgy CARVER

Carver was the first and probably the greatest chemurgist

(agricultural chemist) , lIe is perhaps best known throughout

the world for his fantastic work with the peanut, the sweet

potato, and other plants.

It is not the purpose of this report to go into the

well l:nown life and background 'of Carver sinoe that is known

to every elementary and high school student. It Is common

knowledge that he was stolen by raiders from the plantation

of Noses Carver and was ransomed in exchange for a racing

horse. lie was born in 1860 at Diamond Grove, Missouri, It

was soon recognized by his owner that he was not much good as

a rield hand, because of his frailty, but that he had a very

good mind. He was sent to Ueosho, the lTewton County seat, in

southwest iissouri where he worked as a farm hand, and studied

In a one-room, one-teacher school. lie received excellent

3radeso He wts accepted by Simpson College in Iowa where he

vas the first regro student. There too his record was out

standing,

After vaduating from Simpson College, Carver was accepted

to Iowa Azrieultural College (nott Iowa State University) at

Ames, Iowa where he studied agricultural science and received

the masteros degree in 1896, lie was then elected to the

faculty of Iowa Agricultural Col/ese 4 the first regro to

serve on that faculty. In 1896 he was invited by Booker T.

Washington to come to Tudkegee Institute in Alabama. There
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he became the Director of TusIzegee,s Department of Agricul-

tural Research. It was while he was there that he .did all

of that important work in an effort to show the farmers of

the South that they could diversify their crops and not have

to depend on single money crops like cottons tobaeoo or rioe4

Since peanuts are leguminous plants that return valuable

nitrogenoub material to the soil, Carver urged the farmers

to rotate their money crops with peanuts. When this was done,

peanuts became so abundant that Carver sought ways and means

of utilizing the peanut. He wound up with over 300 products

from the peanut such as dyes, plastics, soap, ink and many

others now ire common use.

By this time ho was offered positions carrying enormous

salaries by Henry Ford, Thomas Edison, and others. But Carver

was not interested in money. In fact, it is said that he

tailed to cash many of his salary cheeks.

His earliest scientific contribution was his investig-

ation of ferns, reported in a paper (Iowa State Colleges

Agricultural Bulletin, no. 27, 1095, p. 150453) giving the

conditions under which they grow In the rorth and northwest.

Together with his teacher, Louis Her Man Pammell an eminent

botanist, Carver conducted experiments in plant pathology.

In 1895 they published jointly significant results on the

prevention and cure of spot disease of currants and cherries.

Carver, also worked with F. C. Stewart conducting

special Investigations of several species of rust, of wheat,

oats, blackberry and carnations. Other experiments of this



period dealt with problems of types of soil, moisture, sun -

light, rootage, rooting, cuttings and reproduetion of plants*

Carver made some important discoveries in the field of

plant pathology. In 1097 he rep&rted, for the first time in

America: a new species of Taphrina, a fur? 'us found or red aid

silver maple trees. This species of Taphrira vas named

oTaphrina Carveri" (A. Be Jerkins, Journal of the Washington

Academy of Sciences, 29:202,14ay 1$, 1939). Two other fungi

were named "Collectotrichum Carveri" and "lietasphaeria

Carveri". Carver was the first to observe and report in

America a fungus growth which caused a disease of the soybean.

In /910 he published an exhaustive study of eeroosporae

Canesceris.

Wade no3s, the distinvished chemist, lauds Carver for

his discovery of a new synthesis of organic dyes extracted

from the soils of Maeon County, Alabama (W. Moss, Manufacturers

Record, 98:58, July 24, 1930).

Carver deteloped over 300 products from the peanut wash

as milk: butter, cheese, candy, soap, oils, dyes, plastics,

flour, and otherr4 lie also developed over 100 products from

the sweet'potato including starch, meal, flour, vinegar, and

wood filler. Me even developed 75 -products from the peel.

At a hearing before the Ways and leans Committee of the

United States House of Representatives on the peanut tariff,

he kept the committee's attention for hours with his desoripm.

tions of the many uses of the peanut demonstrated by many

samples he brought with him. (Carver, 0. W., Statement at

hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means; }louse of Rep -

resentatives, on schedule 0, Agricultural Produces and

Provipions, Jan, 21, 1921, Thrift Information, 1921,
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uhshinzton, D. C, Government Printing Office, 1921, p.1599) .

Carver: unlike other regro scientists, won many honors

duripg hls lifetime. lie was made a fellow of the Royal Society

of Arts in London in 1917. He was.awarded the Spingarn Medal

in 1923. lie was also awarded the Theodore Roosevelt Nadal

for distinguished research in agricultural chemistry in 1939.

This medal vas accomnanied by the following citation, "To a

scientist humbly seeking the guidance of God. and a liberator

to the men of the white race as well as the black."

In 1940, the international Federation of Architects,

Engineers and Chemists gave him. a citation for distinguished

service. He received the honorary degree of D. Sc. from the

University of Rochester in 1925 and the honorary degree of

Ph. D. from Simpson College that same year.

any statements have been made that Carver never canted

to pater' any of his inventions and findings. The record

shows, however, that he received patents on the following dates:

June 6, 1926: patented cosme.tics made from peanuts

Jure 9, 1926: received blanket patents covering several

processes for the manufacture of paints and stains from

clays and minerals

June 14, 1927: received a patent for an improved method of

producing paints and stains which included a cold utter

process.

Nany scientiots are inclined to look at Carver's oork

as applied rather than basic research. Thus, an interesting

statement appears in. a pamphlet issued on the Eegro in Soience7

M WO M M 010 1h Ve VW M M M rr Vra VS

74, Taylor, J, H., ed., The Fegro It Science, Norgan State
College Press, 195$



wbich states, "A careful search of the data fails to show

that he ever published a paper in any of the standard journals

carrying accounts of research in chemistry."

Carver never married nor had any family ties. When he

died in 1943 at the agc of 79: 1110 life savings . the sum of

1:40;000 . was left by him to establish the George Washington

Carver Foundation to help provide research opportunities for

scientists at Tuskegee, A memorial is erected in- his honor

at Tuskegee Institute along with a museum holdii thousands

of =mentos attesting to the love and esteem of people over

the world,

The farm land rear Diamond Grove; assouri where he was

born and raised is now maintained as a national monument by

the United States government.

A joint resolution of Congress; approved. December 28, 1945

(Public Law 290; 79th Conaress) designated January 5$ 1946 as

George Washington Carver Day and on that day all officials of

the Government were called aeon to display the flag of the

United States on all Goverment buildin30.
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Green was one of the great teachers of science as well

as a naturalist, He tau ;ht chemistry, Born in Charleston,

South Carolina, he took his early training at Avery Institute,

in Charleston in 1094,

Four years later, he entered Brown University where he

secured the degree Be S, in 1902 with a specialization in

Chemistry, re took his graduate work at Wittenberg College

in Springfield, Ohio vhere he secured his Nasterls degree in

1933.

In 1911 Green took a position teaching chemistry at

Wilberforce University where he achieved the position of

Professor of Chemistry and where he remained for more than

25 years until his death in 1937.

He was an outstanding teacher of chemistry and deeply

consecrated to the development of race leadership in chemistry

and bringin3 about fleedeel improvements in the teaching of

chemistry, He inspire d many of the ream race to go into

the field of ohemistry,
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Hall has made his notable contributiors tu the field

of food chemistry, his researches include foods, oils and

fats, protein hydrolysates, antioxidants and pharmaceuticals,

As Consulting Chemist to the Griffith Laboratories in

Chicago, in the field of Industrial Chemistry, he rose rapidly

to the position of Director of Research. Ilan holds over

eighty pa4;erts related to the prenaration and curing of

salts, spieei and food produtts, ne opened a rew field tn

this area and his advice was sought by major azencies of the

United States Government connected with the problemw of

maintainimg our food supplies in cipure and palatable form,

ne has on wary honors In his field.

Dr, Hall is not' retired and lives in Califormta. lie

nas a close friend of Dr, Richard Drew, of blood bark fame,

and still correspordS with Drew's widow in Washington, D.C.
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Dr. Barnes is one of America°s outstanding Organic

Chemists. Born in Washington, D. Co ill 1898, he took his

Bachelores degree at Amherst College tthere he was elected

to the hollorary society Phi Beta It'appa in his senior year.

He was appointed as Assistant in Chemistry at Amherst.

. He took his graduate work in Chemistry at Howard

University where he became a brilliant student in orellanic

chemistry. In 1930 he secured the N.A. degree and in 1933

the Ph.D. decree. lie has done extensiveyork on diltetones,

an important aspect of organic chemistry,

Barnes uas the author and coauthor of more than

twenty research papers in leading scientific journals.

U*1 contributions to the field of organic chemistry can

be sleanea from the following important research papers

authored by him:

1, The Thutomerism of Alpha Diketones, Journal of the American

Chemical Society: vol. 563 19341 Po 211

2, The Action of Alkali on Certain Acylated Ketozimes,

Journal of the American Chemical Society, vol. 5'?, 1935,

p. 1330

3, Sterile hindrance in Alpha Ditetones, Journal of the

American Society, vol. 57, 1935, 14.937

4, Properties of 0..3romoThenylbenzylgly.mozalmethylatiaa

of Alpha Dilcetanes: Journal of the American Chemical

Society, vol. 50, 1936, p. 1300
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If one were to ask which .scientist . rev° 01' white

has contributed most to the field or Organic' Chemistry, the

artswer would certainly have to include Dr. Percy L, Julian.

Born im Mortgemery, Alabama in 1890, where his father

was a railway mail clerk, Julian went through elementary and

high school there, As a student at DePauw University in 1916

he became Interested in chemistry and pursued it as his area

of specialization,. When he graduated in 1920, he was elected

to Phi Beta Kappa and was the valedictorian of his class.

During the next four years at Harvard University, lie

obtained the N, S0 degree in organic chemistry, From there

he went to the University of Vienna in Austria where he worked

under Ernest Spath, the chemist who synthesized nicotine, and

in 1931 received his doctorate degree in Chemistry, While in

Austria, Julian became interested it the soybean which had been

imported into Germany for the manufacture of certain drugs,

as orer then physostigmine, The structure of physostimine was

not known at that time, nor why it caused the pupil of the eye

to contract,

Prior to his going to Austria, Julian had served as

Instructor in Chemistry at Fisk University from 1920 to 1922,

After finishing his work at Harvard University, he was given

the position of Research Assistant there for the year 1925 to

1926, From 1927 to 1929 he was Associate Professor and AotiA5

need of the department of Chemistry at Howard University.

When he returned to the United States from Austria,

Julian became Research Professor at De Pauw where he stayed



from 1932 to 1936. Nem he carried on work on the structure
and synthesis of physostismine and after corsiderable research

presented two papers before the American Chemical Society

announcing the precursors of physostiarsine. In 1915 he
succeeded in Synthesizins the dru3 physostigt:Ino.

From his work with the soybean, he was able to extract
cortisone and other drugs* Formerly sterols like cortisone
were extracted from animal bile at a cos§ of several hundred
dollars per gram. Julian extracted these sterols from soy

bean oil at the cost of only 2O per gram thereby bringing
the drug within the reach of millions of arthritis sufferers.

During Julian's tenure at De Pauw University, his
scientific work almost came to an impasse. De Pauw did not

continue to finance Julia:es research work even though it had
von the acclaim of American and European scientists. Julian
was so disillusioned that he says he was "almost ready to

.%accept the early verdict of his professors that there was no
future for a Uegro scientist and start malting an honest
living driving a truck". At this point the Rosenwald Fund
stepped in with fellowship grants to support his isorlt for two
years. These aterds gave him fmsh confidence and enabled. him
to complete his. researches and publish findings that were
hailed as "the only reseansh in pure chemistry of unquestioze
able merit which has so far ever been achieved by a tegron.
Dr. JrAian insists that hell) from the fund came at just the
time to lift him over deep discouragement and to keep him
driving co in science.

After serving on the staffs of both white and Il'egro
universities, Julian resisned to becalm Director of Research



for the Glidden Chemical Company in Chicago. His task was

to work out a new process for isolating and preparitg

commercially soybean protein which was widely used in the

sizirf. and coatinj of paper in coldmwater paints and textile
sizin34, julianos appointment as Chief Chemist and Director

of Research for the Glidden Company is regarded as a turning

point in the treatment of Legro scientists. It was the first
time a Ilegro had the opportunity to direct a modern industrial
laboratory employing a number of chemists of other races.

Soon after this, other regroes were appointed to important
positions in various scientific fields.

julianis new processes and work with the Glidden Company

caused that company to go in one year from a loss of 035,000
to a profit of ;11135,000, His patents there deal with the
isolation of pure protein from oleagenous seeds (soy bean) with

the preparation of plastic materials, the preparation of colds
water paints, and the isolation of sterols from soybean oil
from which sex hormones are readily processed. from the soybean

he found a protein which both coats paper and snuffs otxt gams»

aline fires; from sterols previously unobtainable in commercial
ouantities, he brought progesterone within the reach of all
expectant mothers threatened. with loss of their unborn babies,
and testerone to the potent aid of 'older men. He stayed with

the Glidden Company from 193d until 1953. In 1953 he founded

the Julian Laboratories in Frankltn Park, Illinois. During the

first year his laboratory showed a net profit of 371.70, but

the mut profit at the end of the second year was 097,000.

In 1961 the Julian Laboratories merged 'with the giant Smith,

Kline and French Pharmaceutical:Company and Dr. Julian received

several million dollars as a i-oeult.
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At the present tine, Dr. Julian is still en aged in

basic research especially with regard to the sex hormones

and birth control* When I spoke to Dr. Julian about one

month ago, he made the characteristic remark, "There is so

much that I still have to d0,11 'Be no doubt was referring

to the fact that at age 68 he did not have as much time to

do all the research that he felt still had to be done. So

typical of a real scientistt

He row lives in Oak Park, Illinois: a prosperous

suburb of Chicago. It is ironical that his charmira home

was stoned several, times simply because he is one of the

few regroes who lives in that predominantly white area.

His two brothers are physicians and his three sisters all

have their Easter's degrees. His wife, Anna, whom he married

in 1935 holds a doctor°s degree In sociology.

Julian recently said.to an interviewer, "I have become

much too interested in the chemistry of human health ever to

go bacU to paints and varnishes".



IV. PHYSICIAM

This final section will deal with the contributions

of the Negro scientist to the field of Nedicineo It is of

interest to note that some of the greatest contributions

of regroes have been in the fields of Chemistry and Nedianeo

It may have started with James Derham who was born a slave in

1762 in Philadelphia and who became the first tegro physician

in America. It may also stem from the fact that Vero

physicians were up against so many odds that the incentive

to excel was very great.

In this section, the following physicians and their

contributions will be listed:

Daniel H. Williams 1858 . 1931

Ulysses Go Dailey 1885 1961

Louis T. Wright 1891 . 1.952

Theodore K. Lawless 1892 .

Richard 114 Drew 1904 . 1950
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Innis day and age of successful heart surgery, how

many people know that the first successful surgery ever done

on the human heart was performed on July 10, 1893 by a Vesro

physician named Daniel Bale Williams?

On both his father's and mother's side, Williams came from

at least three generations of freely and legally intermarrying

whites, Indians and Vegroes who were well educated for their

times, and industrious, property-owning people of substanoe.

Ilia raternal grandfather had extensive property in the town

of Eolidaysburg$ ?efIrsylvania where Williams was born in 1858.

His father was a highly articulate barber who travelled widely

as a lecturer for the abolitionist Equal nights League.

Daniel spent a happy childhood with his brother and five

sisters. After graduatinz from high school (Hare's Classical

Academy ix: Janesville, WIE00110170$ he entered a law, office in

Janesville to become a Lauyer. However he soon evinced an

interest in science. Aided by a friend of the family, 1;r,

Charles Anderson, Dr. Dewy Palmer, the SurseonpaGeneraI of

Janesville, alloved the boy to study medicine in his office.

After, taro years of study, Daniel passed the entrance ezaminw

atians anti was admitted to the Chicago Medical College (later

the 1.':orthrgestern University School of Nedicine)*

Dartng his summers at medical school, Williams earned

his tuition by playirc in orchestras on excursion boats on

Lace Eichigan. In 1883$ he graduated from medical school as

an outstanding student and was invited to stay on as instructor



In anatomy. This was very unusua/ for a Legro student.

Although Ilegro doctors and nurses were not admitted to the

Chicago hos:)itals at that time, Williams performed as a

aurae= at the Southside Disperaary In Chicago and at the

Protestoot Orphan Asylum. He was invited to become a member

of the Illinois State Board of Health.

Being tutcrested in better hospital facilities for

regroes, he called a meeting of Interested citizens * Lev*

and white - and succeeded in founding the Provident Hospital

and Training. school for Hurses tn 1891. Because of this, he

is often referred to as the "Father of Uegro Hospitals°. It

was at the Provident Hospital that Williams performed the

first successful operation on a human heart. The patient, a

man by, the name of Cornish, had been stabbed into the heart

and there was apparently no hope for him. Williams proceeded

to sew up the cut to the man's heart and Cornish lived for

may years after that. This had never been done before!

In the Uatianal Archives in Washington, D. C. this

researcher came across some very interesting letters and

documents dealing ulth Williams' application for the position

of Surgeon-General of Freedmen's Hospital in Washington, D.C.

While the were several letters recommending his appointment,

tt:ere were a few (Mc Travis Olascoe) who opposea his appoint*

merit on mostly pol itical grounds. However, in 1893, he was

appointed to the post and stayed there for five years. While

there he again instituted a training school for regro nurses

as part of the Freedmen's Hospital's program. Unfortunately,

his political foes caused his resignation or. February 1, 1098

at which time he returned to Chicago.
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Tu Chicago he returned to private practices Once a

year he held demonstrations in the surgilml clinic at Neharry

Nedical College in nastiville, attended by youna doctors from

many states who came to uatch his operations. Ile was a superb

surgeon. In the early 000's he became a member of the

sur3ica1 staff of Cook County I:ospital, one of the largest

hospitals in Illinois. Later he uas to become associate

Surgeon at Chica.o's famous St. Luke's Hospital. In 1913.

Williams received the exceptional honor of being made Fellow

of the American College of Sur ears.

He was one of the founders of the national Nedical

Association, an organization similar to the American ::edioal

Association but composed almost exclusively of Eegro doctors.

He helped in later years to build hospitals and training

. schools for Le gross in many cities such arc Atlanta,, Dallas,

Lashville and Louisville.

Dr. Williams died in 1931 at the age of 73 after a long

and successful life as a physician and eurgeona
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Dr, Dailey contributed greatly to medicine and

surgery in the fields of jaundice, thyroid diseases,

and diseases of the gastel4o-intestinal and biliary tracts,

For his outstallding work in these areas, he received the

Distinguished Service Award for 1949 from the rational

Ledical Associatione

Born on August 3, 1885: in Donaldsonville, Louisiana,

he attended high school in Ft, Worth, Texas and then the

Straight College in Uew Orleans, Louisiana. At the age of

21 he ,graduated from northwestern University Realm). School,

the youngest merlber of his class, lie ranked among the first

five in the class in scholarship. For two years after grad

uation he sorved. as Assistant Demonstrator of AnatOmy at

Lorthwestern Nedical School.

Mn 1907 he was appointed Ambulance Surgeon for the

Chicago Department of Health Ca civil service job) and held

this post for three years, From 1909 to 1917 he was the

Gynecologist at the Provident nbspita2 Disnensary, and

Instructor of Anatomy and Physiology at the Provident Hosp

ital Training School. During the latter part, from 1916 to

1917 he also served as Instructor in Tixperimental Surgery

at the Chicago Medical School, In 1932 he was appointed

Senior Attending Surgeon at the P:lovident nospital, then on .

to Senior Consulting Surgeon at that hospital, lie had also

served as assistant to the DOW famous Dr. Daniel N. Williams,
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It was during these years that Dr, Dailey made most
of his contributions to medicine and surgery referred to
on the previous vage,

In 1912 Dailey went to Paris and Berlin to undertake

postgrae.uate study in surgery and profited a good deal.

thereby, Later on, in 1925, his medical travels took him
to London, Paris, Vienna and. Rome where his work was

respected and admired. In 1926 he established. the Dailey

Hospital and Sanatorium.

Dailey use a diplomate of the American. Board of Surgery

and a Fell= of the American riedical Association and the
International College of Surgeons, He received the honorary

degree of D. So, from Howard University in 19111.
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Dr* Wright has made outstandirg contributions in the

field of surzsical ar.d medical researoh* Tie conducted the

first successful ereerimerts human beings with the then

newly discovered antibiotic, aureomycin.

iiric,rht was born in Georgia where he received hii early

education* Pie then attended Clark University in Atlanta

where his mother Tres a teacher* Nis father died when he was

four years old, t.nd eight years later his mother married
V. S. Penn of Atlanta, a surgeon at the 'Team Veteran's

hospital at Tustegee, Dr* Pei:. insoiried Louis to study Vied,a,

ioine, and at the age of twenty he entered Harvard Medical

College.

II:s tour years at Harvard were spent in hard study and

Wright 33.1aduated fourth in a class of over a hundred students.

After zracluation he took his internship at the Freedmen's
irospital in Washington, D. Co where Dr. Walter Van Sweringe

speaks of him in highest ',raise* After his internship, Wright
took medical examinations in three states, making record. marks.

In Naryland, he had the highest mark (914) of the fifty three
men examined, ten of them graO.uates of the famous Johns Hopkins

iiedical School* In Georgia, he passed with the highest mark
(95,7) rade by anyone that year and one of the highest marls
ever made in that state. And in I:ew York, he stood at 92.11$*

Ile had. a brilliant mind aid -a retentive memory. At medical

school he won a scholarchip each year.

He had been 13racticinez a short time with his stepefather,

Dr. Penn, whet World War I started, Before lona* he was in the



officers training camp at Des Moines and then a lieutenant

at Camp Upton. It was at Camp Upton that Dr. Wright made

his first ard most important contribution to the medical

world,

Dr, Wright experimented with an intradermal or inbred"'

cutaneous method for injections, not unlike the Schick test

for diphtheria. He diluted the vaccine virus with a rormal

saline solution and injected about 0.1 cc into, not through,

the skin. This proved to be a far superior method and pram

vented many complications that could have led to fatalities

due to anaphylactic chock from hypersensitivity. DTI. Wright's

method was widely used by the army, and he was considered an

authority on the sUbject. It was, in fact, a new method of

vaccination that was tested and used by the United States

Government,

It was later on that Wright conducted the first success-

ful. experiments on human beings with the antibiotic, aureomycina

He experimented with aureowcin in an attempt to find a acre

for lymphogranuionva venereum (a veneral disease) on which he

was an authority. fie ses highly successful iii his efforts..
8

Wright was the Director of Surgery at the Harlem Hospital

in flew York City and Pollee Surgeon for the City of Vey! York.

He was the oo-author'%Of a textbook on surgery. The tAACP

awarded him the Spingarn Medal for his oontributions to the

healing of mankind. Today, the medical library in Harlem

Hospital is called the "Louis T. Wright Library'.

ft M MI 4* 111W

8, Wright, L. T., et al, Aureomyoin: A flew Antibiotic With
VIricidal Properties. A Preliminary Report on Successful
Treatment In 25 Cases of Lymphogranuloma Venereum,
Journal of American Nedioal Association, 38:408m412, 1948
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Dr, Lawless is one of the world's leadiaa dermatologists

or a11.n gpecialiots. lie has made outstanding contributions

to the seiertifie treatment of syphilis and leprosy, He won

the Spingarn Iledal for his extensive research and experiments

in the field of dermatology, VAACP, 1954.

lawless was born in Thibodeaux, Louisiana in 1692.

After his elementary and high school education, he attended

the Talladega College in Alabama and the University of Kansas.

He received his U.S. and 11.D. degrees from rorthwestern Univ*

ersity where he man an Elizabeth J, Ward Fellow in Dermatology.

After graduation, he devoted his time to teaching in the

Department of Dermatology and Syphilology. It vas here that

he made most of his contributions to the scientific treatment

of syphilis and. leprosy.

later on he became Consultant and Lecturer at the

Provident Hospital in Chicago, Today Dr. Lawless maintains

his owl laboratories in Chicago which is open to all doctors

in the city of Chicago,

Dr. Lawless has carried on further study in dermatology

in such European countries as Paris, France; Austria;

Switzerland; and Germany. He contributed the sum of 0500,000

toward the opening of the "Lawless Dermatology Clinic" in the

Bellinson Hospital Center in Israel.

Besides receiving the Spingarn Medal, he received the

Harmon Award in 1929 for outstanding achievement ip medicine.
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Who is to say how many lives have been saved through
the pioneering and outstanding work of that genius, Dr.
Charles rt. Drew? Be, it was who or .sized the blood banks
for both England and the United States during World War It.
Yet, in looking through many high school and college texts,
I have as yet been unable to discover one wherein the work
of Drew is mentioned when the work of blood banks is deseria
bed!

Drew was born in Washington, Do Co on June 3, 1904.
He was the eldest of five children. His father was a carpet
layer and the family lived in modest circumstances and highly
respected. Young Drew attended. public schools 121 Washington

graduating from Stevens Elementary School In 1,918 and from
Dunbar High School in 1922.

Drewls prowess in athletics manifested itself at an
early age when he won a swimming tournament. at the age of 8e.,
At high school he starred in football, basketball, baseball
and track, There he won the James E. Walker nemorial Nadal
for allsaztouzd athlete. At Amherst College, which he entered
in 1922, he got his *letters in football and track, In 1924
he was mentioned as A11 American halfback in fobtbali. He

was also .captain of the varsity track team, and at graduation
was awarded the Nossman Trophy as the student who brought the
most honors to Amherst during his four years there. After
college, Drew needed money and took a position at Norgan State
College .as Athletic Coach where he developed reeordftbreaking
teams.
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At this time, Drew decided to go to medical school and

he first. applied to the Howard University School of :ledicine.

He was refused admission because he had only six of the regal,

uired et:lt hours of English. He was accepted at No0111

University Nedieal School in Dortreal, Canada where he turned

out to be an outstanding student. Ve won the annual prize in

neuroanatomy, was elected to Alpha Or Alpha, the medical

honorary scholastic fraternity, and won the Williams Prize in

his senior year on the basis of a competitive examination

given, to the top five men in the graduating class.

It was at this time that Drew ran into difficulty. Nis

money at NeGill Medical School ran out with only one more year

to go, and it began to look as if he would not be able to

finish his medical education. Just then, he received. a Rosenw

scald Fellowship from the Rosenwald Foundation Fund which

enabled him to complete his medical education and.finish

second in a class of 137 studente.

Prom maul, Drew went to Howard University Hedical School

as an Instructor in Pathology. He went on to become Instructor

in Surgery and Assistant Surgeon at the Freedmen's Hospital.

As the result of a fellowship from the General Education Board,

Drew spent two years (1938 to 1940) in graduate study at

Columbia University and as resident in surgery in the Presby.

terian hospital. There he worked under /h1. John Scudder.

Scudder's team was engaged in studies relating to fluid balance,

blood chemistry and blood transfusion. rireten special province

became the study of blood preservation. His doctoral thesis

was "Banked Blood" and Drew became an authority on the subject.

When World War II came, Drew was perfectly prepared and equipped



in this area. In 1929 the Blood Transfusion Association was

organized to improve the supply of blood for transfusion puns,

poses in rew York City. It financed research programs, and

firarced one it the Presbyterian Hospital by Dr. Scudder and

Dr. Drew in 19400 13y that time, the military situation in

England grew worse. Drew reeetved a cablegram from Dr. John

Beattie (his teacher of anatomy at noGill),who was then the

Director of Research taboratories of the Royal College of

Surgeons, asking for dried plasma for transfusian work. As

a.result the "Blood For Britain" project was swiftly organ-

ized and Draw was chosen by the Board of Medical Control as

the "best qualified of anyone we know to act in this important

development".

In February, 1941 Drew its appointed Director of the

first American Red Cross Blood. Bank at the Presbyterian Hosp-

ital, and Assistant Director of Blood Procurement for the

rational Research Council, it charge of blood for use by the

United States Army ara Tavy. It was ironic that Drew wan

forced to separate regro and white blood in the blood banks

that ha set up even though it is well known by scientists that

there is no difference between the two bloods.

In Nay, 1941 Drew returned to Howard University as an

Assistant in Surgery and then was elevated to full profeseor-

ship and head of the department of surgery in July of that

year. He was also made Chief of Staff at Freedmen's Hospital.

In April, 1942 he was made an Examiner by the American Board

of Surgery, a great dictinction, and was given the E. S. Jones

Award for research in fledical Science. In 19441 he received



the Splugarn nedal from the VAACP for his blood plasma worko

Many other awards came to Drew that are too numerous to

mention here. In 19460 he.was elected Fellow of the Inter-

national College of Surgeons, and in 1949 he was made Surgical

Consultant to the U. S. Armyns Surgeon General where he was a

nether of a team of four physicians who toured hospital inst-

allations in occupied Europe to improve the quality of these

hospitals,

In April', 1950 Drew was scheduled to 5o to a medical

meeting at the Tuskegee Institute in Alabama. Ile was going

to go by train but the three other young doctors who were to

go with Mani could not afford the train fare se Drew drove them

down. 'While driving, late at night:, Drew was so tired that he

dozed off. The auto turned over and Drew was Uilled. The

other three doctors were not hurt.

On July 6, i966 I was fortunate enough to secure an

interview with Dr. Drowns widow who now resides in Washington.

Drs. Drew wanted me to stress his powerful personality and the

profound influence that he had on others. She said that he

spent a lot of time and effort on training his residents in

surgery at Freedmen's Uospital and set up an excellent program

for training surgery residentc. She pointed out that a number

of schools have been named after her husband, as well as a

medical center in California, and the men's dormitory at the

lloward University.
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It would be of interest to complete this report with

some data revrding Vegro professionals, The following table

shows the earned doctorates from 1920 to 1962:9
re:rro and regro ,1 of

Itraa ...11111a... alb an D1

Physics C; Astronomy 9,618 17 0.17
Chemistry 23,697 98 0,41
Earth Science 3,743 2 0.02
Engineering 10,209 3 0.03
Agriculture 5,122 53 0.29
Hedical sciences 1,775 13 0.73
Biological sciences 31,829 \ 184 0,5?

It would seem, from these figures, that the fields that

attract Leg roes are Chemistry, the biological and the medical

sciences. In fact it is in these fields that the Eegro has

made his greatest contributions.

90 Harmon Lindsey R. and Solids, Herbert, Doctorate Production
in "United States Universities, 1920 6. 1962, Publication
ro, 1142, Vational Academy of Sciences, Dational
Research Council, Washington, D, C. Publishing Office,
rational Academy of Sciences, 1963.

also

Greene, Harry W., Holders of Doctorates Among American
Negroes, Boston: Meador Publishing Company, 1946
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